
eFIP (functional impact of phosphorylated proteins) 
Background on the system 

eFIP (1) is a tool that is currently under development at University of Delaware but it is being used and 
tested by the Protein Ontology (PRO)(2)  curators. It is used to find relevant papers for phosphorylated 
proteins that are involved in protein-protein interaction, allowing the creation of ontology terms for 
modified proteins and the addition of GO annotation for protein binding (e.g. 
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/PR_000026167). 

The input in eFIP is a gene name, and the output is a list of all relevant articles where the corresponding 
protein is phosphorylated.  eFIP ranks papers based on information content that includes 
phosphorylation,  protein-protein interaction (PPI) and informative terms (iTerms) for a given protein.  

Example of eFIP article list for CAV1 

All articles listed are about CAV1 phosphorylation, but these are ranked by the co-occurrence of 
phosphorylation site mention for this protein (orange tag), PPI (green tag) and /or iTerms (informative 
terms).  All articles with PPI tag should be considered curatable for PRO. 

  

For each article eFIP extracts information about the phosphorylated protein and its binding partner, and 
presents the user the evidence for such assertion.   

http://pir.georgetown.edu/cgi-bin/pro/entry_pro?id=PR:000027211�


For example, PMID: 11075810 contains information about phosphorylation of CAV1 and its binding to 
Grb7. This  will be considered a curatable article.  The table shows the sentences that are the source for 
the information extracted. 

 

Below the table is the corresponding abstract, with color-tagged entities: substrate (phosphoprotein), 
the site, kinase and binding partners, and these can be selected/deselected. 

 



By contrast, PMID:17190831 contains information only about CAV1 phosphorylation and would not be 
relevant for PPI curation. 

 

System Adaptability and Interactivity: 
As previously described the system is web-based so it is easily accessible to any user.  The system 
provides links to the list of PMIDs retrieved, the protein synonym use for the query, PubMed for 
abstracts. In addition it displays the species name if organism is mention in abstract or a MESH term, 
highlighted terms can be selected/deselected, feedback can be sent to correct annotation output. 
Currently, the PRO curators use an internal annotation system for eFIP to manually assert the results of 
the tool. But in the new version of eFIP (under development), any user will be able to assert the results 
in situ, and export the information in tab delimited format. In addition, whenever possible, protein 
names will be linked to UniProtKB identifiers (or possible ones).   
Similarly, we will add the possibility to enter a list of PMIDs instead of being only gene based. This will 
allow a broader adoption by communities that are interested in the annotation of phosphorylation 
and/or PPI.  
The tool currently works with abstracts but is also being tested for full-length articles (but only including 
abstract+result section to capture information that is more likely to be shown in an experiment). 
 
Performance: 
Although some of the modules of eFIP have been previously evaluated (such as eGIFT and RLIMSP), the 
evaluation of the complete system is under way. We have created a first training corpus  (currently 
approximately 450 abstracts including the annotations are for verbs for interaction such as bind, 
interact, associate, dissociate, complex, and dimerize). We will benchmarked the system and provide 
precision and recall as requested (by May 1, 2012). 
 
Proposed task for TRACKIII for eFIP: 



1-Given a set of abstracts about a given protein (provided by external PRO curator and not yet curated 
using the system) (i) identify those that contain information about its phosphorylation and binding 
partner (PPI for that phosphorylated protein). These will be called curatable or positive set; and  (ii) for 
curatable abstracts, extract information for phosphorylated protein and binding partner. 

The task will be run manually and using the eFIP system (but not by the same curator) 

Manual task: the user will be given the list of abstracts in Pubmed environment for further processing 
and a spreadsheet to complete the information needed as output 

Using eFIP: curator would assert the curatable set of  abstracts, and validate the extracted information 
and save the output as tab delimited text. 

Input: gene name, gene ID or, for this activity, a list of PMIDs related to a given gene 

Sample of PMID list for CAV1 (Caveolin 1) including both curatable and non curatable articles  

11075810 
11339833 
11451957 
12036959 
12743374 
12921535 
14980511 
15466865 
16388599 
17190831 
18081315 
18789131 

 

Output: 

1-Provide a tab delimited file along with the following information sorted by curatable first: 

 PMIDs curatable (contain phosphorylation of the given protein and a protein binding partner) along 
with the following information: 

PMID|curatable| phosphoprotein| site| binding partner (s)|Evidence 

if the phosphorylation site is unknown a dash should be used for that field.  

An example of this file based on set of curatable articles from the list above is shown here 
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